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Application Software Components (A-SC)
Drivers (DRV-BSC)
Inter Component Exchange Manager (ICEM)
Local Devices
(Actuator/Sensor)
























































































































































































– Operating Hardware Components
(ECU, Networks)
































































































When the code has been identified, the lock/
unlock state switches from ' Locked' to
' Unlocked'
Requirement VR/DR1_001
When the code has been identified, the lock/
unlock state switches from ' Locked' to
' Unlocked'
Requirement VR/DR2_001
When the key has been identified, and the
information ' system is ready to start' is
















* VR/DR1 typed Engine System LOCK/UNLOCK
* A fixed lighting ceiling light
* An optional vehicle localization
* VR/DR2 typed Engine System LOCK/UNLOCK
* The vehicle localization
* An optional gradual ceiling light
 
The vehicle project ‘Case Study’ shall propose two versions :
- A basic version including :
- A luxury version including :
Requirement VP_002
 The vehicle project Case ‘Study’ shall propose three main services :
- A distress, direction change and localization reporting.
- An Engine System LOCK/UNLOCK.

















































































When the code has been
identified, the lock/unlock
state switches from




When the vehicle start
is authorized, the
engine state switches





The engine state lamp is
winking at a frequency of
1 hz when the engine is in






























































When the code has been identified, the lock/
unlock state switches from ' Locked' to
' Unlocked'
Requirement VR/DR2_001
When the key has been identified, and the
information ' system is ready to start' is











For security reasons, the authentication phase































Validity Domain : TRUE|FALSE
Type : enumeration






















































When the key has been identified, and the
information ' system is ready to start' is















When the key has been identified, and the
information ' system is ready to start' is





























































Validity Domain : LOCKED|UNLOCKED
Type : enumeration






















































































































































































































































































































































































Operat ional Archi tecture
Label : String





















































. : Operational Architecture
0..n





















. : Operational Architecture
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. : Operational Architecture
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(from software layer)1 1..n
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    design
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      Standard Interface













































































































































































































































































































































API implementation -- for our Access DB mock-up
ICEM configurations,
LDM configurations,
OIL files,
Makefiles,
OSEK “main” files
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